N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT
MINUTES OF ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
COMMITTEE MEETING NUMBER 6

Date:

14 February 2018

Time:

09h00

Venue: Mtamvuna Room, Wild Coast Sun

No.
1.

Item
OPENING AND WELCOME

1.1

Opening
Mr Drew (NMA Effective Social Strategists) opened the meeting and introduced Mr John McCall
(SMEC), Mr Mark Muir (Aveng Grinaker-LTA), Ms Nomvuselelo Songelwa (ECPTA), Ms Kelly
Ryan (EIMS), Mr Sonnyboy Bapela and Ms Minky Chauke (DEA Compliance), Mr Vincent
Chauke (DEA) and Mr Thompson Mutshinyalo, Mr Livhuwani Nkuna and Ms Sthembile Zondi
(SANBI). He said they are attending the meeting for the first time.
Refer to the attached attendance register for a full list of attendees.

1.2

Apologies
Apologies were given for Mr Mokhanya (ECPHRA).

1.3

Observers
Mr Drew introduced Ms Margie Pretorius (Sustaining the Wild Coast) as an observer.

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2.1

The agenda was adopted as a suitable guide for the proceedings of the meeting without any
amendments or additions.

3.

PROGRESS UPDATE ON N2 WILD COAST TOLL HIGHWAY PROJECT - SANRAL

3.1

Mr McLachlan (SANRAL) gave a presentation on progress on the project.
Refer to Annexure I for details.

4.

UPDATE ON FUNDING FOR BIODIVERSITY OFFSET AGREEMENT – DEDEAT / ECPTA /
SANRAL

4.1

Ms Makoa (SANRAL) said not much progress was made and added that SANRAL tried to follow
up on whether the letter required from ECPTA / DEDEAT has been signed.

Action

Mr Drew said this matter will be discussed under matters arising from the previous minutes.
5.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OFFICER (ECO) REPORTS

5.1

Southern Section (Ndwalane to Msikaba)

5.1.1

Mr Kriel (EIMS) gave a presentation on the ECO report for the southern greenfield section Msikaba River Bridge haul roads and bridge sites. (Refer to Annexure II for details).

5.2

Northern Section (Msikaba to Mtamvuna)

5.2.1

Mr Lepono (Ecosolve Consulting) gave a presentation on the ECO report for the northern
greenfield section - Mtentu River Bridge haul roads and bridge sites. (Refer to Annexure III for
details).

6.

ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT REPORT

6.1

Ms Ntene (Letsolo Consulting) gave a presentation on the environmental audit report. (Refer to
Annexure IV for details).

7.

ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS EMC MINUTES

7.1

The minutes of the previous meeting were adopted as an accurate reflection of the proceedings
of the previous meeting without any further amendments or additions.
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8.

MATTERS ARISING

8.1

From Minutes of EMC Meeting No. 5 on 18 October 2017

8.1.1

Item 1.3: “SANRAL technical representatives to attend EMC and ACC meetings.”

8.1.1i

Mr De Villiers said there is still a concern about non-attendance of project managers from
SANRAL at the EMC meetings. He said its critical for at least one of the SANRAL project
managers to be present at the EMC meetings to respond to issues.
Mr Drew said there was only one meeting when there was no technical representative and
SANRAL committed to having a project manager present at all EMC meetings going forwards.

8.1.2

Item 8.1.2xiii: “Minutes will only be published on the website after they have been adopted at the
subsequent meeting.”

8.1.2i

Members agreed that, going forwards, the minutes will only capture the main discussion points,
action items, who is responsible and a timeline by when actions must be carried out.

8.1.2ii

Mr Drew proposed that timeframes be attached to action items and he will follow up with the
people responsible. He said if action items or activities are required, they need to be carried out
by everybody.

8.1.2iii

Members agreed that Mr Drew should contact EMC members to remind them of action items.

8.1.2iv

Members agreed to notify Mr Drew if there are any major changes to the minutes within one
week of the minutes being distributed in order for the completed minutes to be placed on the
website prior to the subsequent meeting.

8.1.3

Item 8.1.2xvi: “ECPTA to confirm if the BOA contains sensitive information and, if so the BOA
should be removed from the website.”

8.1.3i

Ms October (ECPTA) confirmed the BOA contains sensitive information that will form part of
ECPTA’s negotiations and asked that the document be removed from the website.
SLR to remove the BOA from the website. (28 February 2018)

8.1.4

Item 8.1.2xviii: “NMA to investigate how to capture sensitive information from the meeting that
should not be made available to the public.”

8.1.4i

Mr Drew said that the way the minutes will be captured going forwards will address this and
sensitive issues will not be recorded in the minutes.

8.1.5

Item 8.1.4: “Setting up of the plant search and rescue workshop.”

8.1.5i

Mr Drew confirmed that the plant search and rescue workshop was held the previous day.

8.1.6

Item 8.1.6: “Appointment of the forest ecologist.”

8.1.6i

Mr Fredericks (SLR Consulting) said Dr Derek Berliner was appointed as the forest ecologist.

8.1.7

Item 8.1.7: “Feedback from provincial tourism forum.”

8.1.7i

Mr Mapiya (ECPTA) said ECPTA are undertaking tourism projects in the Mbizana and Ingquza
Hill local municipality areas.

8.1.7ii

Mr Drew said it was agreed that anybody who attends the Provincial Tourism Forum should
inform the EMC if there are any tourism projects planned for the project area.

8.1.8

Item 8.1.9: “Details of the person who will conduct the palaeontological training of the ECOs and
the content of the training to be made available to ECPHRA.”

8.1.8i

Mr Fredericks said Dr Gideon Groenewald was appointed as the palaeontologist and one of his
first tasks is to compile training material for the relevant environmental personnel.
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Mr Drew said that once the training material has been compiled it should be submitted to
ECPHRA as per Mr Mokhanya’s request. (30 April 2018)
8.1.9

Item 8.1.12i: “Meeting between SANRAL and the Wild Coast Sun to discuss the project
implications.”

8.1.9i

Mr McLachlan said the meeting would take place at the required time.

8.1.10

Item 8.1.12ii: “Meeting between ECPTA, DEDEAT and the Mzamba Community Property
Association to discuss the protection of biodiversity in the area just outside the Wild Coast Sun
which will be the gateway to the Wild Coast.”

8.1.10i

Mr Mfingwana (DEDEAT) said the meeting has not taken place yet.

8.1.11

Item 8.1.15i: “ECPTA are in discussions to establish a monitoring programme for vultures.”

8.1.11i

Ms October said ECPTA take part in the monitoring when they are notified by SANRAL that
blasting will take place. She said this is an ongoing process.

8.1.12

Item 8.1.15ii: “Monitoring of the Msikaba suspension bridge in terms of the impact the cables
may have on the vultures as they are in their flight path.”

8.1.12i

Mr Drew said this item is a note so that it can be looked at once it becomes an issue.

8.1.13

Item 9.2: “ECO reports to provide more information indicating how the challenges and noncompliances raised in the ECO reports are being addressed.”

8.1.13i

Mr Drew said the ECO presentations took this into account and asked if there were any further
comments in this regard. There were no further comments from members.

8.1.14

Item 9.2: “ECOs to look at system for checking plant that comes to site from other areas for alien
seeds or weeds such as famine weed (Parthenium hysterophorus) to avoid propagation of such.”

8.1.14i

Mr Lepono said he discussed this with his SECO and there are a few issues to take into account.
He said there are a number of access roads to the site that would make it hard to check all the
plant and private vehicles that come to site. He said the system would consist of setting up a
checkpoint where the necessary facilities are provided to sterilise the vehicles that come to site.
Mr Drew said the system is not expected to check private vehicles. He would like the ECOs to
follow up on this and asked Ms Ntene to look at it from a procedural point of view. (16 May 2018)

8.1.15

Item 9.3: “ECO reports to include quantities of hydrocarbons that are spilt.”

8.1.15i

Mr Kriel said in his presentation that the SECOs record the spills and the ECOs look at the spills
register once a month.
Mr Drew said the request was for the quantities to be included in the ECO reports going
forwards. (Next ECO Report)

SLR

ECOs /
Letsolo

ECOs

8.1.16

Item 9.3iv: “Meeting between environmental auditor and DEA to agree on format of
environmental audit report.”

8.1.16i

Ms Hlongwane (DEA) said DEA had a meeting with SANRAL to discuss the format of the
environmental audit report. She said it was agreed that, going forwards, the report will talk to
legal compliance and issues relating to the Environmental Authorisation (RoD) and
Environmental Management Programme (EMP). She added that DEA has not yet viewed the
report for the current quarter to see if the matter was addressed accordingly. (16 May 2018)

Letsolo

Mr Drew said the ToR for the EMC state that reports will be sent to members before EMC
meetings. He said he would like to receive the ECO and environmental audit reports by close of
business on the Monday of the week preceding the next EMC meeting going forwards in order
for him to distribute the reports to EMC members a week before the EMC meeting. (7 May 2018)

ECOs /
Letsolo

8.1.16ii

8.1.17

Item 9.3v: “DEA to look at the ECO and environmental audit reports to monitor compliance.”
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8.1.17i

Mr Drew said this item is a note and presumes it is happening.

8.1.18

Item 9.7: “SLR, ECOs and SECOs to note that the DWS licensing unit is available to assist if
there are any problems on site resulting in activities that require permitting.”

8.1.18i

Mr Drew said this item is a note for SLR, ECOs and SECOs.

8.1.19

Item 9.7i: “Environmental auditor to investigate timeframes in which non-compliance events are
reported and rectified and make recommendations.”

8.1.19i

Ms Ntene said the focus of the current audit report was on legal compliance and the item relates
to systems and structures.
Mr Drew said Ms Ntene should give her recommendations at the next meeting. (16 May 2018)

8.1.20

Item 9.7v: “Invite contractors’ engineers to the meeting when the main contracts start.”

8.1.20i

Mr Drew confirmed this was done and added that Mr McCall is present at the meeting. He said
he also suggested that the site agent for the Mtentu bridge contract attend the meetings going
forwards. He said it is vital for them to understand the importance of environmental issues.

8.1.21

Item 9.7v: “Environmental auditor to review the environmental induction process of the
contractors and make recommendations before the main contracts start to ensure that
environmental compliance is given the required emphasis.”

8.1.21i

Mr Drew noted that Ms Ntene commented on the innovative ways being used to create
environmental awareness and said it looks like this item is being taken on board. He said Ms
Ntene can comment on this item in her next report as it is a process issue. (16 May 2018)

8.1.22

Item 9.8: “Determine how to conduct site visits to avoid a repeat of the demonstration at Mzamba
River during the previous site visit.”

8.1.22i

It was agreed the site visit will be to the Mtentu North site on Tuesday 15 May 2018. Mr Drew will
send out an itinerary for the site visit with the invitation for the next EMC meeting. (2 May 2018)

8.1.23

Item 9.8: “DEDEAT to carry out enforcement in the area of the wetland visited on the previous
site visit near the Wild Coast Sun where there is agricultural encroachment in the wetland.”

8.1.23i

Mr Mfingwana said environmental awareness must be done before enforcement and this hasn’t
happened yet. He said there is another group that does environmental awareness in the region.

8.1.24

Item 9.8: “A proper response must be given to the Amadiba Crisis Committee regarding the
complaint about the blasting on the Msikaba South haul road.”

8.1.24i

Mr McLachlan said to his recollection a letter of response was written.
Mr Drew said there was an internal response but asked SANRAL to verify if the complainant
received the written response. (30 March 2018)

8.1.25

Item 9.8: “Report on what is happening with the single culvert installed in the wetland at
kilometre 2.7 on the Msikaba North haul road and whether the wetland will be rehabilitated.”

8.1.25i

Mr Kriel said a meeting was held about this during his site visit in January. He said the wetland
specialist put forward various specifications for the crossing and how it should be handled but his
recommendations could not be implemented. He said the contractor maintains he built the
crossing according to the design and the design is inadequate. He said the concern is that the
diffuse flow has been changed to a point source flow which is causing erosion downstream.

Letsolo

Letsolo

NMA

SANRAL

Mr McLachlan said this was discussed the previous day and it was agreed that while a design
may work from an engineering perspective it may not work from an environmental point of view.
He said the contractor is not at fault because he followed the design and the engineer was not at
fault because he followed sound engineering principles. He said SANRAL recognises that it
needs to be rectified and they also need to look at their design standards for crossing wetlands.
He said the best way forward still needs to be determined bearing in mind that the haul road will
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be there for the next four years. He said the matter will be discussed at an engineering and
project level. (30 March 2018)

SANRAL

Mr Serfontein said the issue was raised when there was still only one culvert pipe at the wetland
crossing and said that since then the contractor installed a second pipe but he still believes that
more needs to be done.
8.1.26

Item 9.8: “Non-compliance incidents must be reported to DEA and DEA must take action and
report back to the EMC on what action was taken.”

8.1.26i

Mr De Villiers said he also wants clarity on the issuing of fines as the ECO report again states
that a fine was issued to the contractor. He asked who issues the fines and determines the
amount and what happens to the money.
Ms Hlongwane said DEA have not received any notification of non-compliance since the
previous EMC meeting. She said, from her understanding, fines are issued internally. She said if
there is a non-compliance DEA issues a non-compliance notice.
Mr Drew said there have been non-compliance incidents that have been reported to DEA prior to
the previous EMC meeting and Mr De Villiers wants a report on what actions have been taken by
DEA in terms of the non-compliances that have been reported.
Ms Hlongwane said DEA have not conducted a full inspection for the greenfields section. She
said DEA receives the ECO reports but the only report DEA has to give feedback on is the
environmental audit report. She said DEA will give feedback and take action on the noncompliances in the current environmental audit report. She said the full site inspection is planned
to take place before the end of March 2018 and will be done in consultation with SANRAL.
Mr Drew said DEA will undertake the site visit and audit in March 2018 and report back on
actions taken in terms of non-compliances at the next EMC meeting. (16 May 2018)

DEA

Mr Fredericks said the EMP makes provision for fines to be recommended and the quantum of
the fines is in an appendix which lists transgressions and their associated fines.
8.1.27

Item 9.8iv: “Environmental auditor to review the schedule of fines in light of some of the
contraventions that are occurring and make recommendations.”

8.1.27i

Mr Drew said this is a process issue that will be addressed in the next environmental audit report
and Ms Ntene will give her recommendations at the next EMC meeting. (16 May 2018)

8.1.28

Item 9.9: “The schedule of EMC meetings for 2018 to be sent out with the minutes.”

8.1.28i

Mr Drew confirmed the schedule was sent out with the minutes of the previous EMC meeting.

9.

OTHER ISSUES / GENERAL

9.1

Mr Drew said there was a letter that was supposed to be sent from DEDEAT to SANRAL
regarding the funding for the BOA. He said at the previous meeting it was indicated that the letter
would take about two weeks to go out and asked if any members could shed light on why this did
not happen.

Letsolo

Ms Songelwa (ECPTA) said SANRAL’s project leader needs to give feedback and ECPTA would
then respond. She said there is more information than that provided by Ms Makoa.
Mr McLachlan said it’s a very frustrating issue for everyone concerned and unfortunately one of
the parties, Eastern Cape Treasury (ECT), is not present at the meeting. He said there were
certain letters that needed to be written by DEDEAT and ECT. He said despite SANRAL
following up on the letters via different channels, they were not done. He said the concern was
about how to treat the money from a financial and reporting point of view. He said the procedure
has to be acceptable in terms of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA). He said the HoD
of ECT has provided a way forward and hopefully the letters will soon be finalised so that
SANRAL can pay the money to ECT from where it will be transferred to DEDEAT and in turn on
to ECPTA. He said that is the route National Treasury wants to be followed.
Ms Songelwa said she would like to put on record ECPTA’s frustration at its dealings with
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SANRAL during this process. She said ECPTA wrote a letter to the CEO of SANRAL about this
matter and never received a response. She said the status quo is still the same as at the
previous EMC meeting and all that was required was for someone at a strategic level from
SANRAL, like the project leader, to go to the office of the CEO of the relevant organisations and
sort the issue out. She said this matter carries a reputational risk for ECPTA because the local
communities know there is money to be paid to ECPTA through the project and it seems like
ECPTA is not forthcoming. She said this matter needed to be walked through the offices of the
CEOs and therefore the response from SANRAL is not acceptable because six months have
passed and nothing has happened. She said SANRAL HO is not responding to ECPTA. She
said she does not believe that SANRAL is negotiating in good faith.
Mr Drew said all EMC members share ECPTA’s frustration. He said at the previous EMC
meeting the understanding was that the letters would be signed in two weeks’ time and that the
letter had already been drafted and only needed to be placed on the letterhead of the HoD of
DEDEAT and signed. He agreed with Ms Songelwa that it’s something that needs to be walked
through the offices of the responsible parties and not dealt with via email and telephone calls.
Mr De Villiers said he spoke to his General Manager who said there is no letter required from
DEDEAT and the matter needs to be dealt with by SANRAL and National Treasury. He said the
BOA has been the main non-compliance issue reported on since the first EMC meeting. He said
he doesn’t think SANRAL shares the same concerns about this as everyone else at the meeting.
He said it’s a waste of time attending EMC meetings if nothing gets resolved.
Mr Drew said if DEDEAT felt that the letter is not necessary they should have indicated such at
the time and not waited until the next EMC meeting to voice this opinion. He said all the
organisations need to take responsibility for the resolutions taken in the EMC meetings. He said
the EMC is still debating an issue that could and should have been resolved long ago.
Ms Songelwa said Mr Drew is not directly involved in the discussions and should allow the
people who are actually involved, like Mr McLachlan, to respond. She said she agrees with Mr
Drew that EMC members cannot wait for the next meeting to respond to issues. She said some
of the NGOs that are EMC members wrote to the Minister of Environmental Affairs about what
was discussed in the EMC meeting and ECPTA reacted by writing to SANRAL. She said ECPTA
received an email from Mr McLachlan on 9 February 2018 requesting ECPTA to submit their
cash flow once again. She said she also had a meeting with the CFO of DEDEAT and he was
not sure what had to be done. She said SANRAL is the applicant and therefore responsible for
appointing ECPTA to implement the BOA just as they are responsible for appointing the ECOs
and environmental auditor. She said the BOA states that it will be implemented over 10 years but
it was signed 2 years ago which puts ECPTA under a lot of pressure. She said there are adverts
about the money that is going to be dispensed to ECPTA and when ECPTA meets with
communities they ask where the money is because it is seen as a tourism opportunity. She said
communities don’t know that the money is for protected areas development. She said community
engagement will become more difficult now that ECPTA is being left behind. She said SANRAL’s
project leader must go to the relevant people in person to get the matter resolved.
Mr McLachlan appealed for the assistance of the other EMC members involved. He said a
meeting is required between the CFOs of the various organisations and the HoD of ECT to
resolve the issue. He said SANRAL has tried to engage the organisations individually and also
tried and failed to get them all together in a meeting. He said the key people that need to attend
are the HoD of ECT, CFO of DEDEAT and the CFO and COO of ECPTA. He said SANRAL will
try to set up the meeting through its CEO.
9.1i

9.2

Mr Drew said the meeting must take place within the next two to three weeks depending on the
availability of the people involved. He asked SANRAL to send the letter of invitation out to the
relevant people by the following Wednesday (21 February 2018). He said he will inform EMC
members on progress by the following Thursday. (22 February 2018)

SANRAL
NMA

Mr Denison (WESSA) said there are serious concerns regarding discussions about the BOA in
the EMC meetings as they are inaccurate and potentially lack transparency. He said the minutes
of a previous EMC meeting state that great progress had been made on the BOA and clearly this
is not true. He said the EMC is not spending sufficient time and focus on a key issue such as the
BOA. He said the current discussion is just a repetition of what was said at every EMC meeting.
Mr Drew said it was noted at the EMC meeting held in July 2017 that great progress had been
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made because the letters that the EMC and various parties sent in April 2017 resulted in an
agreement being reached with National Treasury. At that stage it appeared that progress had
been made but the finalisation of the payment has dragged on longer than anybody anticipated.
9.3

Mr Denison asked about the non-compliance implications of the BOA not having started at this
stage of the project.
Mr Drew said DEA did give their opinion at the previous EMC meeting that there is compliance in
that the BOA had been signed. He said the fact that the BOA is now behind in terms of
implementation may have ramifications that need to be discussed amongst the relevant parties.
Ms Songelwa said that there must be discussions amongst the government departments outside
of the EMC. She noted there are various government entities that report to the same minister but
say different things. She said surely a signature that is not followed up with commitment cannot
be compliant. She said the Director General (DG) of DEA is asking ECPTA for a progress update
on the BOA. She said the government departments need to deliberate on issues before coming
to public meetings like the EMC meeting so they don’t embarrass themselves and say things in a
public space that compromise the mandate of the Minister of Environmental Affairs.
Mr Drew said he agrees with Ms Songelwa and said this relates to cooperative governance. He
said issues like this are actually for the Authorities Coordination Committee (ACC) meeting that
follows the EMC meeting but they often get raised in EMC meeting. He said the purpose of the
ACC is to foster cooperation between the various government entities involved in the project to
ensure that the project runs smoothly and does not incur unnecessary delays.
Mr Bapela (DEA) said he supports what was proposed by Ms Songelwa. He said DEA were
involved in the discussions with National Treasury and the Department of Transport when there
was an issue regarding how the money should flow. He said the issue was resolved and the
transfer of money needs to be dealt with by the affected parties. He said if there are no
timeframes attached to resolutions taken in meetings the issues will not get resolved. He said he
is part of the technical committee that supports the Minister of Environmental Affairs and is
prepared to engage with the chief directorate to discuss the issue and whether it should be dealt
with through non-compliance or cooperative governance. He said even if the non-compliance
route is followed the response will be that the relevant parties must come together to resolve the
issue. He said the officials do need to sit together and unblock any blockages that may exist and
do so before the next EMC meeting. (16 May 2018)

9.4

9.5

9.5i

9.6

DEA /
DEDEAT /
ECPTA

Mr Van der Merwe said that pier 9 in the forest at Mtentu bridge is going to be a tricky site. He
said it was previously stated that a site visit and meeting to discuss this specific site would be
required once the forest ecologist has been appointed. He proposed that the site visit takes
place once the survey lines have been put in place and before the main construction starts.
Mr Drew said Mr Van der Merwe should liaise with Mr Serfontein, the forest ecologist and
whoever else needs to be involved to arrange a site visit as the contractor has indicated that he
wants to start with construction sooner than the next EMC meeting. (30 March 2018)

SECO /
DAFF

Mr Drew said he reviewed how the EMC and ACC have been operating during the past 18
months and said one issue of concern was that feedback from attendees to their member
organisations needs to improve. He suggested that the minutes be distributed more widely to the
Municipal Managers, Mayors, HoDs, etc. He said he will send out an email requesting a list of
people each attendee believes should receive the minutes in their organisation. (30 March 2018)

NMA

Mr Drew said the EMC ToR state that if members miss more than three consecutive meetings a
letter will be sent to the member organisation asking them to confirm whether they want to
remain a member of the EMC. He said DMR and Ingquza Hill Municipality do not attend the EMC
or ACC while Port St John’s Municipality and DWS attend the EMC but not the ACC and DRDLR
do not attend the ACC. He said he will send letters to these organisations (30 March 2018). He
said the King’s Committee was formed to represent the traditional leaders in the area and Chief
Faku will represent the traditional leaders at EMC meetings going forward.

NMA

Mr Mfingwana said the environmental auditor stated that environmental compliance of 80% is
satisfactory. He said he does not agree because it seems like it is acceptable to only comply with
certain conditions as long as overall compliance is 80%. He said some of the non-compliances,
such as those relating to wetlands and river crossings, have been raised in each and every ECO
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report and yet the environmental auditor’s presentation states there is a willingness to comply.
Ms Ntene said the level of compliance needs to be measured in order to manage the process
and the reality is that SANRAL comply with most conditions. She said the environmental audit
report states that, although the compliance level is high, there are still concerns that need to be
rectified because some of the non-compliances are happening in areas of high importance. She
said the report also says that SANRAL needs to look beyond legal compliance to the structures
that are in place because if problems in the structures are addressed then non-compliances can
be avoided. She said the rating system that was used is also explained in the report.
9.7

Dr Noah (SANRAL) said he agrees with the earlier speaker who said the different government
departments need to come together. He said one thing that should be discussed at such a
meeting is the behaviour of government officials at a forum such as the EMC. He said it is
worrying if there are different government entities under the same ministry fighting as though
they are from different political parties. He stressed that the government departments need to
work together. He said the environmental auditor’s report mentioned that there is a good attitude
towards compliance and attitude is also very important in forums like the EMC.

9.8

Mr Bapela said in the presentation of the environmental auditor there was a statement that the
non-compliances are similar and repetitive but also that there is a willingness to comply. He
asked why there were similar and repetitive non-compliances if the findings were made available
to SANRAL. He asked what was done with the recommendations to ensure the non-compliances
are not repeated. He also asked what kind of non-compliances were similar and repetitive.
Ms Ntene said an example of non-compliances that were similar and repetitive are the use of
additional access roads because during the rainy season it is difficult to use certain sections and
therefore use is made of other roads. Another issue was activities that happened outside the
construction area due to the steep terrain making it impractical to stay within the construction
area. She said she advised SANRAL to look at conditions that are impractical so they can be
addressed once and for all. She said in some instances the RoD may need to be changed.

9.9

Mr Mtonjeni (DEDEAT) said there were discussions at the plant search and rescue workshop
and in the EMC meeting today about amending the RoD. He said there must be a motivation for
such an amendment and there is a process to be followed which is outlined in the regulations.
Mr Drew said Mr Smit (DEA IEM) will have discussions with DEA Compliance to determine what
needs to be done.

9.10

Mr De Villiers asked if there will be a record of the resolutions taken at the plant search and
rescue workshop because DEA made important comments on what may be required to resolve
some of the non-compliances relating to the rehabilitation.
Mr Drew said minutes of the workshop will be distributed (14 March 2018).

9.11

NMA

Dr Noah said during internal discussions yesterday it was said an independent environmental
person is required on site fulltime which would result in fewer repetitive non-compliances.
Ms Makoa said there have been internal discussions but no decisions have been made. She
said SANRAL are considering all the inputs that have been given in the EMC meetings. She said
the environmental auditor was asked to look at the systems that have been put in place to see if
they are adequate but DEA was not happy with that focus and SANRAL still does not have the
full response yet.

9.12

Mr Drew said SANRAL should not wait 6 months to get the full report on systems before taking
corrective actions.
Ms Makoa said SANRAL had a meeting with all the environmental personnel on the project to
get their input as to where SANRAL was off the mark. She said SANRAL still needs to work
through the input received at the meeting.

10.

WAY FORWARD AND CLOSURE

10.1

Mr Drew said the next EMC meeting will be on 16 May 2018 and the site visit to the Mtentu North
bridge site will be on 15 May 2018. He said he will send out details of the meeting and site visit
with the minutes.
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